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F I H A L R E P 0 R T 

on 

MISSION TO : BEIJING. CHINA 

during 

JUHE. JULY 1988 

prepared by R. NOVAK 
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1. Dates of Mission 

The contract was dated between 20 June 1988 and 31 July 1988. 
The work to be carried out was divided into three phases : 

- Phase 1 (20.6.1988 - 22.6.1988) 

- Phase 2 (23.6.1988 - 12.7.1988) 

- Phase 3 (13.7.1988 - 31.7.1988) 

2. Purpose of Mission 

Preparation for the travel to 
Beijing. 
Travel to Beijing, China. 
Discussions with the chinese 
partners. 
Follow up of ciscussions in 
8eijinq, China. 

To discuss in co-operation with the UNIDO systems analyst 
(COKFAR} and the experts of the Coaputing Centr; of the Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (CC/MOFERT! the technical and 
oraganisatorical background for the preparation of a COMFAR 7ersion 
in chinese language. Under the assumption that such a version is 
technically makable the scope of work, the division of duties 
between UNIDO and CC/MOFERT and a ~erk programme {tiae plan) should 
be worked out. 

3. Technical Conclusions 

COMFAR has been develo~ed since 1934 on a hardware which =an 
be defined as folloffs 

- IBM PC/XT .. ~T or any co&patible computer 
with 640 kByte RAH memory. 

- Operating System HS-DOS 2.1 or later versio~ 
- Monochrome or cQlour display with 25 lines * 80 columns 
- one hard .disk ;;.. ,.,. · 
- one flexible disk 
- parallel or serial printer 

The written chinese laaguage is basically totally different to the 
english (trench, spanish, ger•an, ... ) language. Therefore chinese 
computer experts had made a big effort to make the above listed 
hardware useable for the chinese language. The Operating System 
MS-DOS has been adapted so that chinese words can be enterd and 
displayed. This adapted Operating System for the chinese language 
is called CC-DOS. It has to be pointed out that this adaptation was 
made extremly good and successful. Nevertheless some technically 
problems due to this adaptation have been identified 

- Since chinese words are more complicated than enqlish 
characters, it depends on the quality of the hardv~re how many 
lines can be displayed on tne screen. 

- The chinese language is not based on charact~rs b~t on words. 
These chinese words need a space of 240 kByte and are stored in 



the RAM memory. Due to this fact the useable RAK aeaory is 
reduces radically vhich causes in some modules (GRAFIX) of 
COMFAR problems. 

- IBM PC's and coapatible coaputers are providing the user with a 
maximum of 256 ASCII characters. CC-DOS is using the upper 128 
characters (= ASCII 128 t~ 255) internally). Since COMi~R is 
also using those characters the progra• has to adapted. 

- Chinese words cannot be printed in the so called text a6de but 
have to be 'drawn' (=graphic aode). To make this possible 
chinese coaputer experts have develo~ed for a liaited nuaber of 
parallel printers special programs. These prograas are "Jlaking 
the printers incompatible to the vay who they are used at the 
3oment in COMFAR. 

- In order to allow chinese words to be displayed on the screen 
special chinese graphic cards have been developed. These cards 
are causing no problems in the COMFAR modules 'Financial 
Analysis' and 'ECBA Analysis' but are not compatible to the 
CO!IFAR GRAFIX module. To aake the COMFAR GRAFIX coapatible to 
those cards research for the reason of this incol!lpatibilit.y has 
to be li!ade. 

(. Research in Hong Kong 

During the discussions in Beijing it turned out to be wery 
fruitful to travel back via Hong Kong and tc contact and visit the 
IBM office in order to identify existing solutions concerning the 
realisation of chinese words on personal computer equipment. I 
visited the IBM office ano spoke with the sales director and a 
technical informatics expert. It turned out that IBM Hong Kong is 
using exactly the same CC-DOS as CC/!10FERT in Beijing. In addition 
!BR Hong Konk pro~ised to infor~ Ul1IDO ~henevar a different and for 
COMFAR interesting solution is being developed. 

S. Mecessary Yorks 

;..·~ ..... 
On the basis of the above mentioned Chinese Operating System 

CC-DOS the translation of the existing COMFAR version into chinese 
lanqaage is relativly sim?le. Based on the experience from the 
already done translations of COMFAR into different languages, the 
works necessary, the time needed and the partner responsible are 
listed belc.w : 

Adaptation oi COKFAR (excludinq GRAFIX) UNI DO 3 weeks 
Translation of dialogue i~t~ chinase CC/MOFERT 1 weeks 
Adaptation of COMFAR GRAF!X due to the UHI~·':' 3 weeks 
limited RAM capacity under CC-DOS 
Individuell testinq of works carried out CC/MOF!:RT 1 week 

UNI DO 1 week 
Combinding and testing of works carried CC/KOFERT 3 weeks 
out by CC/KOF!:RT and UNIDO UH I DO 
Resaerch on incompatibility between CC/HOFERT ? 
GRAFIX and CC-DOS UNI DO 

During the discussion in Beijing the followinq time plan due to the 



activities both in UNIDO and CC/HOFERT bas been agreed. The works 
listed above should be carried out indi~idually and the final 
meeting for the combining and testing of those works should be held 
in Vienna after Hove~ber 15, 1988. 

For details concerning the discussions and conclusions see the 
attached 'Minutes of Heeting'. 

Vienna, 29 July 1988 

·-



Minutes of Meeting 

Meetings at the Computing Centre (CC) of MOFERT from July 4 to 6, 1988, 
between 

Hrs. Cai Shitao (CC) 
Hr. Zhou Yiping CCC) 

Mr. P. Havranek (UNIDO) 
Hr. R. No•ak (UNIDO) 

A. Findings and Conclusions 

1. Based on for~er discussions between KOFERT and URIDO it Yas agreed that 
tt;o UNIDO experts coae to Beijing to analyse and discuss with the 
~xperts of CC the preparation of a COKFAR wersion in chinesc languag~. 

After definition and agreeaent or. the wort which can be carried out 
seperatly in China 'nd at UNIDO head quarters, the experts shall ~eet 
again after coapletion of this wort, this time in Vienna in order to 
finalise the chinese prograa. 

2. Hr. Mo~at. UMIDO informatics expert, started his vork in ·cooperation 
with tYo experts of CC on June 27, 1988. The experts have come to the 
folloving results : 

a) CC DOS 2.1 as available at CC is not fully compatible with PC DOS 
(IB~l. that means that the COKFAR system in principal operat~s under 
CC DOS ~ith the exception of COKFAR GRAFIX. 

b) Since COMFAR requires a 25 line display and the adaptation o! COMFAR 
for a 10 line display would require a very ti~e consuming redesign of 
the user interface and reprogramming, it has been agreed between 
KOFERT and UNIDO that all resources be concentrated on a 25 line 
display version which shall be compatible with the following hard•ara 
(PC l'CS and CC DOS) : 

- IB~: PS/2 
Great Vall PC (IBM compatible) 

- IB~ PC/XT with Chinese Graphics Adapter and high resolution display 
(640*400). If a 640*200 display is used COHFAR is 
comp~ible, however, the quality of the display is rather 
very ;..l'b'\,.. 

For printing undc:r CC DOS special drivers are required which ha-;;e 
been developed in China. 

3. During the stay at CC the UNIDO expert adapted in cooperation ~ith CC 
experts utility programs for the preparation of chinese COKFAR dialogue 
and text files. The progra~s were successfully tested with preliminary 
tran$lations of the english text. 

4. The COMFAR GRAFIX program bas been developed using the GSS Graphics 
Toolkit (Pascal binding and GSS device drivers). It ~as found that the 
GSS screen drivers are not compatible with CC DOS. 



S. Recollllilendations for future work plan 

5. CC will translate the enqlisb text of COKFAR (on IBH PS/2) into chinese 
lan~uage. The translation will be based on the cbinese version of the 
COKFAR User's Guide w~ich vas prepared by CC in the course of 1987. 
~or this purpose CC vill obtain from UHIDO the following utility • programs : 

- CEDITOR.EXE 
- CBEADER.EXE 
- TABIFIL.EXE 
- TABITEX.EXE 
- CRBELP.EXE 
- CONY.EXE 

5. For the translation and testing work CC ~ill also require the complete 
COHFAR 2.1 version (english} including the GRAFIX and ECBA system. 
Since CC bas the user license for the COMFAR Kain Systea (Financial 
Analysis) only, the existing license needs to be extended in order to 
include COKFAR GRAFIX and ECBA. 

7. Yith regard to COMFAR GRAFIX CC Yil! analyse the incompatibility problem 
in cooperation with the supplier of the CC DOS operating system. UNIDO 
will send information on the GSS systea as available. 

8. It is planned that the experts of CC and UNIDO meet 
finalise the chinese language version cf the COMFAR 
COHFAR ECBA. During this weeting the result of research 
evantual a~aptation of CC nos and/or the COHFAR GRAFIX 
discussed in order to determine a feasible wa~ for the 
GRAFIX in chinese language. 

9. UNIDO will prepare for this meeting in Vienna : 

in Vienna to 
Main System and 
work for the 

systeli! shall be 
preparation of 

- The adaptat1on cf the screer.functicn~. tc allow use cf all chinese 
characters. 

- Conversion of characters from ~SCII characters 128 to 255 to the 
chinese substitutional characters. 

- Extend COMFAR for the use of the standardised chinese printer 
interface. 

- Reprograaming of i~:(:OKFAR GRA~IX module to make the display and 
memory allocation compatible to CC DOS (long heap, invisible 
attribute). 

- Research on GR~FIX GSS environ~er.t and device dri•ers application. 
- The revised •ersion will be tested before the meeting. 

10. It is ~~oposed to have the meeting in Vie~na af,~r Novembel 15, 1988. 
The ti~e required is estimated at 

CC experts : 
UNIDO experts 

4 to 5 man weeks 
4 to 5 man ffeeks 



C. Budget and Financial Considerations 

11. Input fro~ KOFERT/CC : 

- Translation of COKFAR User•s Guide into cbinese. 
- Translation of COMFAR dialogue and report files. 
- Travel costs Beijing-Vienna-Beijing. 
- Chinese Crafics Card (for testing at UNIDO, 

to be returned to CC after completion). 

- Analysis of the CC DOS. 

12. Input from UHIDO : 

- Analysis in China and the adaptation of utility 
programs and screenfunctions and 

- Adaptation of COMFAR {ASCII char. 128 to 255, 
standardised chinese printer interface. 

- Reprograll!lling of the COMFAR GRAFIX module. 
- Travel costs Vienna-Beijing-Vienna. 
- COMFAR 2.1 license extension. 
- GSS drivers and drivers test progras for testing. 
- DSA costs for UHIDO experts in eeijing. 
- DSA costs for HOFERT/CC experts in Vienna. 

Research on GR~FIY. GSS en~ironment and device 
drivers application. 

13. Calculation of required license fee 

USS 3000 
USS 1000 
USS 3700 
USS 1000 

5000 
7400 

USS 8700 .. 16400 
USS .... 

USS 10000 
USS 5000 
USS 7400 
USS 700 
USS 0 
USS 3500 
USS 4000 5000 
-------·-----------
USS 30600 .. 31600 

USS 

a) English, arabic, trench, german, russian and spar.ish COKF~R 2.1 will 
be licensed under the conditions specified in the UNIDO license fee 
list: 

complete COMFAR 2.1, each language: 

Financial and GRAFIX (excluding the 
Economic Analysi;.i:;t •. ·. each language: 

USS 3,200 (USS 1.900)* 

USS 2,600 (USS 1,600)* 

* the license fees in CJ are 7alid for Govern~ent institutions in 
developing coutries, as eg. ministries, de~elopment studies and 
financing institutions, universities and othar training and 
research institutions. 

UNIDO has already authorised a number of agencies to act as COMFAR 
promoters in their respective home countries. Ir. this case a letter of 
authorisation is issued by UNIDO. Under the condition that the 
Promotor can assure the necessary technical support for the 
installation of COMFAR, the license fee will be shared between the 
Promotor and UHIDO and each party shall receive SO \ of the license fee 
due in acc~rdance with U~IDO's licensing conditions. 

b) Chinese languaqe version: 

From UNIDO's point of view licensing c.f the chinesc lanquaqe v.arsion of 
COKFAR shall follow the same rules and proce~ure~. Under the condition 
th<t MOFERT/Computin11 Cent:re would act as authorised COMFAR promutors 



. . 

in China, the basic fee could also be devided between the two partners. 

- Each Chinese COKFAR 2.1 would then be licensed as indicated under 
item (a) above. 

c) Chinese + Enqlish (French, Spanish etc.) Version of COKFAR: 

In case a lic£nse is acquired for two or more language coabinations the 
second lanquaqe would be licensed with a reduction of 50 \. Therefore. 
eg. a coabination of Chinese amd English (or of Enqlish and Chinese) 
woukd be licensed for a fee of: 

USS 4,800 in the case of companies, or 
USS 2,850 in the case of qovernment institutions in developing 

countries • 

... .. 
;...·~.··. 




